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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of designing a multicar-
rier transceiver for single-link mmWave transmission is consid-
ered. Assuming hybrid beamforming with multiple data streams,
it is shown how the common wideband analog beamformer can
be optimized together with digital multiple-input, multiple-output
precoders and receive equalizers which operate on per-subcarrier
basis. For this purpose, two approaches originally constructed
for narrowband systems are extended to wideband, and several
simplifications for solving the optimization problems are made.
Their evaluation is performed on a proposed statistical mmWave
channel model and by utilizing measured channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the utilization of new frequency bands in
the mmWave region for the 5th generation (5G) of cellular
networks has drawn significant attention in the industry and
academia [1], [2]. Exploitation of large channel bandwidths at
high frequencies is seen as one of the key enablers in address-
ing the extremely challenging 5G requirements, particularly in
terms of anticipated data rates [3]. However, moving to higher
portions of the radio spectrum requires considerable changes
in both lower and higher layers of the protocol stack.

Currently, the first commercial products in the license-free
V-band appear in the market following the IEEE 802.11ad
standard [4]. The new IEEE802.11ay standard is expected
to provide significant improvements in achievable data rates
and supported use cases. In parallel, several research initia-
tives have started with the goal of exploiting other mmWave
frequency bands (Ka band, E-band, etc.) and designing an
integrated 5G cellular wireless system (c.f. [5]).

In this work, we analyze the problem of jointly designing
the transmitter and the receiver in a multi-stream, multicar-
rier mmWave system. The underlying architecture follows
the hybrid beamforming principle, where analog processing
(beamforming) is performed in order to reduce the num-
ber of required analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog chains
(ADCs/DACs) [6]. The considered system model is recognized
in the community as one of the candidate solutions for 5G
mmWave radio access networks (RAN) and backhaul.

A. State of the Art on mmWave Precoding/Equalization

As a consequence of the high frequencies, large bandwidths
and the high number of antennas at both the transmitter
and receiver expected in mmWave systems, performing fully
digital beamforming might not be practical. Although digital

beamforming offers the maximum degree of flexibility for
the transceiver design, it results in high complexity, cost and
energy consumption when operating at mmWave frequencies
due to the need of a large amount of radio frequency (RF)
chains including high resolution converters (ADCs/DACs)
with a high sampling rate.

To address this aspect, one can consider decreasing the
resolution of the converters, for instance of the ADCs at the
receiver side [7]. Another possibility consists of reducing the
number of RF chains (leading to less converters) by employing
hybrid beamforming [8]–[11]. By performing part of the
beamforming operations in the analog domain, hybrid beam-
forming is able to provide a trade-off between performance
and complexity/energy consumption. The hybrid beamforming
architecture has also been considered for massive MIMO
systems [12]–[14] due to the use of a massive amount of
antennas at the base station.

All the works assume, however, a narrowband model,
i.e., a frequency flat channel. As pointed out in [15], the
transceiver design for broadband systems is still an open
research problem. The design of hybrid beamforming for
multicarrier systems has not been studied extensively yet –
it has been only considered in a few works [16]–[19]. A
simple extension of the hybrid beamforming algorithms for the
narrowband system is not possible for a practical reason – the
analog beamformer cannot vary among the subcarriers, i.e., it
is fixed for all the entire bandwidth [17]–[19]. In the following
we briefly review the prior work for broadband systems.

In [16], the analog beamforming at the transmitter and
at the receiver are chosen with the aim of maximizing the
average (over all subcarriers) of the largest singular value of
the effective channel matrix on each subcarrier. The effective
channel matrix on each subcarrier consists of the product of
the analog receive beamforming matrix, the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) channel on each subcarrier and the
analog transmit beamforming matrix. For the proposed single
stream transmission, the digital beamforming for each subcar-
rier at the transmitter and receiver are chosen such that they
correspond to the right and left singular vectors of the effective
channel matrix on each subcarrier, respectively.

The design of hybrid beamforming is studied for a MIMO-
OFDM system for single stream transmission in [17], where
the analog and digital beamformers are chosen from quan-



tized codebooks. The optimum choice for the transmit analog
and digital beamformers and the receive analog beamformers
involves an exhaustive joint search over all possible com-
binations. To simplify the exhaustive search, a sequential
searching algorithm is also proposed in [17], where the best
transmit/receive analog beam pairs are first chosen without
considering the transmit digital beamforming, which is later
selected based on the chosen analog beamformers.

In [18], a multiuser multicarrier system is considered. The
authors aim at the hybrid beamforming at the transmitter such
that it perfectly matches the performance of a system with fully
digital frontend. The authors propose QR-based factorization
of the collection of the digital beamforming matrices over all
subcarriers and show that a hybrid beamforming architecture
with rt RF chains and 2rt(Ntx − rt + 1) infinite resolution
phase shifters can match the performance of an system with
fully digital frontend. rt and Ntx are the rank of the digital
beamforming matrices and the number of transmitter antennas,
respectively. Note that for a standard hybrid structure only one
phase shifter per antenna is assumed for each RF chain.

The design of the hybrid beamforming with multiple
streams for wideband mmWave systems has been studied also
in [19] under the assumption of limited feedback. The analog
beamformers are taken from a codebook. The case when the
digital beamformers are also considered to be taken from
a codebook is also investigated. The work in [19] provides
insight into the design of the codebooks.

The concept of Joint Spatial Division and Multiplexing
(JSDM) which consists of two-layer or two-stage precoding
has been recently proposed assuming single-antenna users
[20], [21], where a pre-beamformer is designed based on the
channel covariance matrices of the users. By implementing
the pre-beamforming in the analog domain, JSDM can be
performed with a hybrid architecture at the transmitter. As
pointed out in [20], the channel covariance matrix can be
considered in general to be frequency flat, such that JSDM
could be extended to the multicarrier case where the analog
pre-beamformer is constant across all subcarriers.

B. Contributions

Differently from the previous works which consider single
stream transmission or assume codebook based approaches,
we aim at optimal linear multicarrier MIMO transceiver design
based on hybrid beamforming.

The problem of interest is involved due to specific con-
straints on the analog filters, which are composed of phase
shifters and should be fixed for the entire bandwidth. The
setting we study is in compliance with the often assumed
time-division-duplex (TDD) assumption for a small mmWave
cell. We show how two algorithms originally constructed for
the narrowband case, namely the compressed sensing based
(CS) and the block coordinate descent (BCD) strategies [22],
[23], respectively, can be extended to support the multi -
carrier case. Having in mind specific mmWave sparse channel
characteristics, we analyse several low-complexity alternatives
to the (sub)-optimized designs, and examine the gap with

respect to the fully digital transceiver design. A statistical
spatio-temporal channel model is used in our analysis to
evaluate the proposed solutions. Finally, the performance of
the algorithms is also tested with measured channels.

C. Outline of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a detailed description of the system model. The assumed
mmWave channel model is elaborated in Section III. In Section
IV, the mathematical descriptions of the considered problems
are presented, followed by the proposed solutions. Finally,
Section V shows simulation results for the assumed statistical
channel model, as well as for a set of channel measurements.

D. Notation

We use lower case boldface characters to denote (column)
vectors and capital boldface characters to denote matrices.
We denote N × N identity matrix with IN . (·)T, (·)H, and
(·)† denote transpose, conjugate transpose, and Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse, respectively. We use tr(A), ‖A‖F, ‖A‖2 for
the trace, the Frobenius norm, and the 2-norm of the matrix A,
respectively. The (m,n)-th entry of the matrix A is denoted
with [A](m,n). The expected value of a random variable is
denoted with E[·], b ∼ NC(a,A) means that the random
variable b follows a circular complex Gaussian distribution
with mean a and covariance matrix A. b ∼ U [a1, a2] means,
that random variable b follows the uniform distribution within
[a1, a2].|Ω| is the cardinality of Ω; otherwise, it stands for the
absolute value.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a point-to-point OFDM setup consisting of one
transmitter (Tx) with Ntx antennas and one receiver (Rx) with
Nrx antennas. The frontend of both Tx and Rx has a hybrid
structure as shown in Fig. 1. The number of RF chains in the
transmitter and in the receiver is NRF

tx and NRF
rx , respectively

and NRF
tx ≤ Ntx, N

RF
rx ≤ Nrx.

The system is operating within a bandwidth substantially
exceeding the coherence bandwidth of the channel, i.e., the
channel is wideband (frequency selective). In the time domain,
this means that the channel impulse response (CIR) consists of
multiple taps [24, Chapter 2]. If the channel is sampled with
a sampling rate fs = 1

Ts
, it can be seen as an FIR filter. If the

order of the filter (determined by the maximum delay spread)
is D and the channel is assumed to be linear time-invariant
(LTI), the symbol received at the time instance nTs reads as

y[n] =

D∑
d=0

H[d]x[n− d] + η[n], (1)

where y[n] ∈ CNrx is the vector received at the time instance
nTs, x[n−d] ∈ CNtx the vector transmitted at the time instance
(n − d)Ts, H[d] ∈ CNtx×Ntx the CIR sampled at dTs, and
η[n] ∈ CNrx is the white noise with η[n] ∼ NC(0, σ2

ηINrx).
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Fig. 1. System model

Using multiple subcarriers for transmission allows to paral-
lelize the frequency-selective channel into a set of frequency-
flat channels [25]. Then, for each subcarrier k we have

yk = Hkxk + ηk, k ∈ {1, . . . , Nsubc}, (2)

where yk ∈ CNrx is the vector received on the k-th subcarrier,
xk ∈ CNtx the vector transmitted on the k-th subcarrier, Hk ∈
CNrx×Ntx the channel on the k-th subcarrier, and ηk ∈ CNrx is
the white noise with ηk ∼ NC(0, σ2

ηINrx).
In the paper, we consider linear precoding at the transmitter

and linear combining at the receiver. If the transmission carries
Ns streams, the estimated symbol vector can be written as

s̃k = GH
kHkPksk +GH

k ηk, k ∈ {1, . . . , Nsubc}, (3)

where xk in (2) has been replaced by the symbol vector
sk ∈ CNs precoded with Pk ∈ CNtx×Ns . The matrix Gk ∈
CNrx×Ns is used for linearly combining the received signals.
The per-subcarrier power constraint is ensured by the condition
‖Pk‖2F ≤

Ptx
Nsubc

, where Ptx is the total transmit power.
The hybrid structure imposes additional constraints for the

precoding and combining matrices. The digital precoding at
the transmitter unit is followed by analog precoding and analog
combining is followed by digital combining at the receiver
(cf. Fig. 1). The analog precoding and combining is usually
realized in hardware by means of interconnecting a matrix of
NRF

tx Ntx and NRF
rx Nrx phase shifters, respectively. Equivalently,

the entries of the analog precoding and combining matrices
have equal magnitude. Without loss of generality, we set it here
to 1. Then, the precoder and combiner for the k-th subcarrier
can be written as

Pk = Pk,APk,D, Pk,A ∈ PA, (4)
Gk = Gk,AGk,D, Gk,A ∈ GA, (5)

where Pk,A ∈ CNtx×NRF
tx , Gk,A ∈ CNrx×NRF

rx are the analog
precoding and combining matrices, Pk,D ∈ CNRF

tx ×Ns and
Gk,D ∈ CNRF

rx ×Ns are the digital precoding and combining
matrices for the k-th subcarrier. The sets PA and GA are
defined as

PA =
{

Ξ ∈ CNtx×NRF
tx : |[Ξ](i,j)| = 1 ∀(i, j)

}
(6)

GA =
{

Ξ ∈ CNrx×NRF
rx : |[Ξ](i,j)| = 1 ∀(i, j)

}
. (7)

At this point, we assume different analog precoding and
combining matrices for each subcarrier in order to derive a

baseline solution. We consider the constraint of the analog
precoding and combining matrices constant for all subcarriers
in Section IV-B.

Specifically for the hybrid transceiver structure, (3) can be
rewritten as

s̃k = GH
k,DG

H
k,AHkPk,APk,Dsk +GH

k,DG
H
k,Aηk, (8)

k ∈ {1, . . . , Nsubc},

with ‖Pk,APk,D‖2F ≤
Ptx
Nsubc

. We assume availability of ideal
channel state information (CSI) both at the receiver and
transmitter (some comments on channel estimation methods
applicable for mmWave systems are given in the following
section). The objective of the precoding and combining design
is the achievable rate of the link with Gaussian signaling (cf.
[26])

R (Pk,A,Pk,D,Gk,A,Gk,D)

=
1

Nsubc

Nsubc−1∑
k=0

log2 det
(
INs +R−1

k,ηHk,effH
H
k,eff

)
(9)

where the effective channel for k-th subcarrier reads

Hk,eff = GH
k,DG

H
k,AHkPk,APk,D, (10)

the noise covariance matrix Rη can be expressed as

Rk,η = σ2
ηG

H
k,DG

H
k,AGk,AGk,D, (11)

and the normalization by Nsubc is due to the length of the
OFDM symbol.

III. CHANNEL MODEL

Currently, there is no common agreement about the parame-
ters for mmWave outdoor channel. The following assumpions
are frequently used though (e.g., in [22], [27]–[31]):
• The number of paths is significantly lower than for the

sub-6GHz frequency band.
• The paths propagate in space and time clusters. There

seem to be different views whether propagation in the
time cluster implies propagation in the space cluster. The
works [22], [29], [30] take this assumption while in [27]
it is argued that this is not necessarily the case.

Because of the high number of channel parameters and no
common agreement on their modeling, we choose to define a
simple model which is compatible with the above two features.
The channel parameters are based on [22] and [27] and are



described in details in Section V. We use the extended Saleh-
Valenzuela model [19], [32], i.e., the MIMO channel sampled
at time instance dTs is written as a superposition of individual,
clustered paths as

H[d] =

β

√
NrxNtx

L

Ncl∑
l=1

N lpath∑
r=1

αr,lp(dTs − τl − τr)arx(θr,l)a
H
tx(φr,l),

(12)

where Ncl is the number of time clusters, N l
path is the number

of paths in the l-th cluster, αr,l is the path gain for the r-th
path in the l-th cluster (including the antenna gain), τl is the
delay of the l-th cluster, τr is the relative delay w.r.t. the cluster
delay of the r-th path within the cluster. θr,l = [κθr,l, ζ

θ
r,l] is the

direction of arrival (DoA) vector of the r-th path within the l-
th cluster, composed from elevation angle κθr,l and the azimuth
angle ζθr,l. φr,l = [κφr,l, ζ

φ
r,l] is the direction of departure (DoD)

vector of the r-th path within the l-th cluster, composed from
the elevation angle κφr,l and the azimuth angle ζφr,l. L expresses
the path loss between the transmitter and the receiver, and
β is a normalization factor such that E

[∑D
d=0 ‖H[d]‖2F

]
=

NrxNtx. The contribution of the r-th path in the l-th cluster for
the channel at the time instance dTs is evaluated by sampling
the transfer function p of the pulse-shaping filter at dTs−τl−
τr. The vectors arx and atx are the antenna array response
vectors for the receiver and the transmitter, respectively.

For the rest of our paper, we assume uniform linear arrays
(ULA) at both the transmitting and receiving sides. The array
response vector for ULA reads as

aULA([κ, ζ]) =
1

M

[
1, ej

2π
λ d sin(ζ), . . . , ej(M−1) 2π

λ d sin(ζ)
]

(13)

where M denotes the number of antennas, λ the wavelength
of the transmitted/received wave, and d is the spacing of the
antenna elements. In our work, we assume half-wavelength
antenna elements spacing d = λ

2 . The response is independent
of the elevation angle κ and depends only on the azimuth angle
ζ.

For the multicarrier setup, the channel matrix Hk at the
k-th subcarrier is expressed as

Hk =
1√
Nsubc

D−1∑
d=0

H[d] exp

(
j2πk

Nsubc
d

)
, (14)

where we assume that the number of subcarriers is larger than
the number of taps in the CIR, i.e., Nsubc > D.

As the focus of this paper is on transceiver design, it will
be assumed in the sequel that the mmWave channel (12) is
known to the transmitter and the receiver of the considered
system. We remark, however, that the problem of channel
estimation itself is a non-trivial one in mmWave systems,
due to the large anntenna arrays which are utilized and the
hardware constraints. In [9], [23], some solutions exploiting
specific mmWave channel characteristics (sparsity, low rank)

are given for narrowband channel estimation. While these
approaches can be applied with some modifications in the
wideband systems considered here, an optimized wideband
channel estimation is left as an interesting open topic for the
future work.

IV. WIDEBAND TRANSCEIVER DESIGN

In this section, we discuss the design of the hybrid wideband
precoding and combining. First we present in Section IV-A
a baseline solution which is a straightforward extension of
algorithms for the narrowband channel. Although it provides
good results, it is not realizable in practice. To this end,
in Section IV-B we propose an algorithm which aims on
finding a practical hybrid wideband beamforming strategy with
affordable complexity.

A. Baseline Solution

As a consequence of setting an individual power constraint
for every subcarrier, each k-th component of the sum in
the rate expression (9) is a function of an individual set
of optimization variables. Consequently, the precoders and
combiners are obtained by maximizing the sum rate (9) from
the following optimization solution

Rmax =
1

Nsubc

Nsubc−1∑
k=0

Rk,max (15)

where

Rk,max = max
Pk,A,Pk,D,
Gk,A,Gk,D

log2 det
(
INs +R−1

k,ηHk,effH
H
k,eff

)
s.t. ‖Pk,APk,D‖2F ≤

Ptx

Nsubc
, Pk,A ∈ PA,Gk,A ∈ GA.

(16)

We can thus restrict further to solving the rate maximiza-
tion for the k-th subcarrier individually, namely maximizing
Rk,max. The problem would have an optimal solution if the pre-
coding and combining were not decomposed into the analog
and digital parts. Namely, the precoding and combining should
be based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
channel matrix Hk, followed by waterfilling at the transmitter
[33]. In the following we assume uniform power allocation
throughout NS streams.

To solve (16), we first relax it by discarding the constraints
Pk,A ∈ PA and Gk,A ∈ GA. In this way, we can obtain the
suboptimal1 precoding and combining matrices as

P ?
k = Vk

[
INs 0Ns×(Ntx−Ns)

]T
,

G?
k = Uk

[
INs 0Ns×(Nrx−Ns)

]T
, (17)

where Uk ∈ CNrx×Nrx and Vk ∈ CNtx×Ntx are unitary
matrices containing the left and right singular vectors of Hk,
respectively, i.e., Hk = UkΣkV

H
k . The singular values in Σk

are given in descending order.

1The solution is not optimal due to the constraint on the number of streams
and since no waterfilling is considered.



It is usually not possible to decompose P ?
k and G?

k such
that P ?

k = Pk,APk,D and G?
k = Gk,AGk,D with the

constraints Pk,A ∈ PA and Gk,A ∈ GA. We use the same
arguments as in [22] to justify that for the mmWave channel
we can decompose the precoders and combiners by solving
the following optimization problems:(
P ?
k,A,P

?
k,D

)
= arg min

Pk,A,Pk,D

‖P ?
k − Pk,APk,D‖F

s.t. ‖Pk,APk,D‖2F ≤
Ptx

Nsubc
, Pk,A ∈ PA

(18)

and (
G?
k,A,G

?
k,D

)
= arg min

Gk,A,Gk,D

‖G?
k −Gk,AGk,D‖F

s.t. Gk,A ∈ GA. (19)

For solving these optimization problems, we use two algo-
rithms. First one is the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
algorithm described in [22, Algorithm 1], whose assumptions
match well the spatial, sparse structure of the channel from
(12). The second one is the modified block coordinate de-
scent (BCD-SD) algorithm [23, Section IV], which is a well
known approach to this class of problems. We give a detailed
description of both algorithms in Appendix A.

Note, that after the completion of the BCD-SD algorithm
we perform the normalization of the digital precoding matrix

P ?
k,D =

√
Ptx

Nsubc

P ?
k,D

‖P ?
k,AP

?
k,D‖F

. (20)

B. Practical solutions

In the previous subsection, we outlined the baseline strategy
for designing the hybrid precoding and combining. We observe
that solving the optimization problem (16) for each subcarrier
k results in different analog precoding and combining matrices
for each subcarrier. For the hardware implementation this
means a separate set of phase shifters for each frequency
bin, which is not practicable in real technical systems. Here
we propose a suboptimal solution by adding an additional
constraint to (18) and (19), i.e., P ?

k,A and G?
k,A remain

constant for each subcarrier k.
In order to solve this problem, we propose to jointly design

an analog precoder matrix P ?
k,A and an analog combiner ma-

trix G?
k,A for a certain set of subcarriers Ω ⊂ {1, . . . , Nsubc}.

We consider a reduced set of subcarriers in order to reduce
the computational complexity. For this sake, we modify (18)
and (19) as follows(

P ?
Ω,A,P

?
Ω,D

)
= arg min

PΩ,A,PΩ,D

‖P ?
Ω − PΩ,APΩ,D‖F

s.t. ‖PΩ,APΩ,D‖2F ≤ |Ω|
Ptx

Nsubc

PΩ,A ∈ PA, (21)

and (
G?

Ω,A,G
?
Ω,D

)
= arg min

GΩ,A,GΩ,D

‖G?
Ω −GΩ,AGΩ,D‖F

s.t. GΩ,A ∈ GA, (22)

where

P ?
Ω =

[
P ?
ω1
, . . . ,P ?

ω|Ω|

]
∈ CNrx×(|Ω|Ns),

G?
Ω =

[
G?
ω1
, . . . ,G?

ω|Ω|

]
∈ CNtx×(|Ω|Ns),

PΩ,D =
[
Pω1,D, . . . ,Pω|Ω|,D

]
∈ CN

RF
tx ×(|Ω|Ns),

GΩ,D =
[
Gω1,D, . . . ,Gω|Ω|,D

]
∈ CN

RF
rx ×(|Ω|Ns)

PΩ,A ∈ CNtx×NRF
tx

GΩ,A ∈ CNrx×NRF
rx (23)

with ωl ∈ Ω, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , |Ω|}. Note that the per-subcarrier
power constraint in (18) has been replaced by a sum power
constraint in (21) in order to facilitate the calculation of the
analog part of the transmitter.

The optimization problems in (21) and (22) have the
structure from equations (18) and (19) and can thus be
solved with the OMP and BCD-SD algorithms described in
Section IV-A. Solving (21) and (22) provides also with the
corresponding digital precoding and combining matrices for
the subcarriers from the set Ω. We scale them by using
(20). For the subcarriers not in Ω, we propose to obtain
them by the best approximation (orthogonal projection) of the
optimal precoding/combining solution by means of the analog
precoding/combining matrix found for the set Ω

Pl,D =

√
Ptx

Nsubc

P ?,†
Ω,AP

?
k∥∥∥P ?

Ω,A

(
P ?,†

Ω,AP
?
k

)∥∥∥
F

Gl,D = G?,†
Ω,AG

?
k, l ∈ {1, . . . , Nsubc} \ Ω. (24)

Both P ?
Ω,A and G?

Ω,A are tall matrices, as Nrx ≥ NRF
rx and

Ntx ≥ NRF
tx .

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In our simulations, we use the system model from Section II
and the channel model defined in (12), with parameters in
Table I. We also present results from the channels measured
in the measurement campaign at the Ilmenau University of
Technology [31].

We define the sectorized antenna pattern for the transmitter’s
antenna elements as in [22, Eq. (5)]. The azimuth width of the
sector is 120◦and the elevation width of the sector is 60◦. The
receiver’s antenna elements are omnidirectional. We notice
that because of the sectorized antenna pattern much less than∑Ncl
l=1N

l
path paths contribute to the channel. This is consistent

with the principle of low-rank mmWave channels.
For sake of our simulations, we define the receive signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) as

SNR =
Ptx

Lσ2
η

. (25)



TABLE I
TABLE OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Comments
Nrx 16 —

Ntx 64 —

NRF
rx 4 —

NRF
tx 4 —

Nsubc 256 —

Ns 3 —

Ncl 8 Number of clusters

N l
path 10 ∀l ∈ [1, Ncl]

αr,l ∼ NC(0, 1)

p(t) sin(πt)/(πt) sinc pulse

τl, τr — As in [27]

θr,l (DoA) — Elevation: κθr,l,
azimuth: ζθr,l

φr,l (DoD) — Elevation: κφr,l,

azimuth: ζφr,l
κθr,l κmean,θ

l + κrem,θ
r,l —

ζθr,l ζmean,θ
l + ζrem,θ

r,l —

κφr,l κmean,φ
l + κrem,φ

r,l —

ζφr,l ζmean,φ
l + ζrem,φ

r,l —

κmean,θ
l , κmean,φ

l ∼ U [−π/2, π/2] —

ζmean,θ
l , ζmean,φ

l ∼ U [0, 2π] —

κrem,θ
r,l , ζrem,θ

r,l ,

κrem,φ
r,l , ζrem,φ

r,l

∼ L(0, 7.5◦) Laplace distribution
with 0 mean and
standard deviation
σrem = 7.5◦

The figure of merit is the achievable rate as defined in (9).
We perform our simulations with 4 different transmission and
reception strategies (ST), as summarized in Table II.

The results of numerical simulations are presented in Fig-
ures 2 (with BCD-SD algorithm) and 3 (with OMP algorithm),
where the rates achieved with hybrid beamforming and com-
bining (ST2-ST5) and full digital precoding and combining
(ST1) are compared.

In both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we observe that increasing the
cardinality of the set Ω leads to results closer to the baseline
solution which requires an individual set of phase shifters for
each subcarrier. Moreover, already with a small set of subcar-
riers (|Ω| = 1 for the OMP decomposition and |Ω| = 3 for
the BCD-SD decomposition), the considered algorithm results
in good system performance. The gap to the baseline rate
curve is negligible. We explain the noticeable gap between the
baseline and |Ω| = 1 rate curves for BCD-SD decomposition
in Fig. 2 with as follows. The OMP decomposition is taking
the structure of the channel into account and is therefore
more likely to find the close to optimal solution based on
the channel at only one subcarrier. On the other hand, the
BCD-SD algorithm is independent on the channel model.

The performance of the baseline solution with OMP is

TABLE II
TABLE OF SIMULATED TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION STRATEGIES

#
ST Description Comments

ST1
Full digital setup. Linear precoding
with P ?k and linear combining withG?k
for each subcarrier k

Upper bound

ST2

Hybrid transceiver structure. Linear
precoding with P ?k,AP

?
k,D and linear

combining with
(
G?k,AG

?
k,D

)H
for

each subcarrier. Not practical - not pos-
sible with an analog beamformer com-
mon for all subcarriers.

Baseline (not practi-
cal)

ST3 Hybrid transceiver structure. Linear
precoding with P ?Ω,AP

?
k,D and linear

combining with
(
G?Ω,AG

?
k,D

)H
for

each subcarrier. Practical - both the
transmitter and receiver requires only
one set of phase shifters in order to
realize both P ?Ω,A and G?Ω,A (which
are constant across all the subcarriers)

Ω = dNsubc
2
e - set

containing only the
central subcarrier

ST4n

Ω- set containing n
subcarriers, symmet-
rically chosen w.r.t.
the central subcarrier

ST5
Ω = {1, . . . , Nsubc}
(considering all sub-
carriers)
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ST5 Fig. 2. Numerical evaluation of the link rates for different transmit and receive
strategies defined in Table II. BCD-SD algorithm is used for decomposition
of the suboptimal precoder and combiner matrices.

slightly worse than with the BCD-SD, since the set of available
analog precoders is more restricted with the OMP algorithm
compared to the BCD-SD.

Finally, Figs. 4 and 5 show results of the same simula-
tions performed for a set of channels from the measurement
campaign [31]. Although only a limited set of measurements
were available in [31], we can observe the same trend as in
Fig. 3 and 2. For the practical hybrid beamforming schemes,
we observe that the gap to the upper bound and the baseline
case is larger compared to employing the channel model (12).

VI. CONCLUSION

We showed how common wideband analog transmit and re-
ceive beamformers can be jointly designed with per-subcarrier
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strategies defined in Table II. OMP algorithm is used for decomposition of
the suboptimal precoder and combiner matrices.
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Fig. 4. Numerical evaluation of the link rates for the existing set of channel
measurements for different transmit and receive strategies defined in Table II.
BCD-SD algorithm is used for decomposition of the suboptimal precoder and
combiner matrices.

transmit and receive digital filters in a multi-carrier, multi-
stream mmWave system. The performance of the investigated
algorithms is seen to exhibit a rather small loss compared to
the solutions based on a fully digital architecture, with the
evaluations being performed using a statistical model as well
as a set of measurement data. The loss was slightly larger with
evaluation being done on measurement data. By considering
the fact that the beamformers are influenced mainly by the
setup geometry, the (sub)-optimized solutions can be further
simplified, e.g., by considering just a subset of subcarriers
for the design of the analog precoding/combining matrices.
This will result in lower computational complexity of the
algorithms. Future work will include the investigation of
channel estimation and multi-user aspects for the assumed
hybrid architecture.
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Fig. 5. Numerical evaluation of the link rates for the existing set of channel
measurements for different transmit and receive strategies defined in Table II.
OMP algorithm is used for decomposition of the suboptimal precoder and
combiner matrices.

APPENDIX

A. Detailed Description of the OMP and BCD-SD Algorithms
In Algorithm 1,A ∈ CNant×Ncod is the codebook matrix with,

e.g., array steering vectors corresponding to equally spaced
angles in the columns and ei,L = [01×(i−1) 1 01×(L−i)]T. Nant
is equal to Ntx or Nrx if the input to the algorithm is P ?

k or
G?
k, respectively. In Algorithm 2, istop = i + 1 after the last

iteration of the for loop.

Algorithm 1 The OMP algorithm
Require: P ?

k (or G?
k)

1: Fres = F ? = P ?
k (or G?

k)
2: for i ≤ NRF

tx do
3: Ψ = AHFres
4: k = arg maxj={1,...,Ncod}

[
ΨΨH

]
(j,j)

5: FA = [FA|(Aek,Ncod)]

6: FD = F †AF
?

7: Fres = F ?−FAFD
‖F ?−FAFD‖F

8: end for
9: if the input is P ?

k then
10: P ?

k,D =
√

Ptx
Nsubc

FD
‖FAFD‖F

11: P ?
k,A = FA

12: else
13: G?

k,D = FD
14: G?

k,A = FA
15: end if
16: return P ?

k,D and P ?
k,A (or G?

k,D and G?
k,A)
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Algorithm 2 The BCD-SD algorithm
Require: P ?

k (or G?
k)

1: F ? = P ?
k (or G?

k)
2: Choose arbitrarily F 0

D

3: for i = 0, 1, . . . do
4: F i+1

A = F ?F i,†D

5:
[
F i+1
A

]
(k,l)

=
[F i+1
A ]

(k,l)∣∣∣[F i+1
A ]

(k,l)

∣∣∣ . Projection step

6: F i+1
D = F i+1,†

A F ?

7: end for
8: if the input is P ?

k then

9: P ?
k,D =

√
Ptx
Nsubc

F
istop
D

‖F istop
A F

istop
D ‖F

, P ?
k,A = F

istop
A

10: else
11: G?

k,D = F
istop
D , G?

k,A = F
istop
A

12: end if
13: return P ?

k,D and P ?
k,A (or G?

k,D and G?
k,A)
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